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Abstract
This paper deals with the development of methodologies and architectures
for autonomoussystems that act and interact in a shared, dynamic environment.
1. INTERRAPextends previous
We present the agent architecture
INTERRAP
approaches to building layered architectures by a cooperation layer, and thus
allows the designer of a system not only to build agents with both reactive and
deliberative facilities,
but also to provide important mechanismsfor communication, coordination, and collaboration with other agents. The components of
the architecture and their interplay are described. It is evaluated by the simulation of an automated loading dock, an interacting robots application, where
autonomous forklifts
have to perform loading and unloading tasks. We show
howdifferent functionalities of the forklift agents can be modeledin an adequate
manner at different layers of the INTERRAP
architecture. Thus, the main contribution of this work is the reconciliation of (D)AI concepts such as goals, plans,
conflict resolution, and negotiation with mobile robot research which is absolutely necessary in order to model the lower layers of the agent, such as sensor data
processing, obstacle avoidance, navigation, and physical control.

1

Introduction

Our research deals with principles
and architectures
for the design of autonomous
agents which act and interact in a shared, heterogeneous, and dynamic environment.
Surviving in such an environment while performing complex tasks, which often exceed
the problem-solving capacities
of an individual agent, puts strong requirements on
agents, such as situated, goal-directed, adaptive, and efficient behaviour, as well as
facilities
for interaction and coordination. The latter are of special importance in
dynamic multi-agent environments. Whereas certain types of interactions can often be
performed by employing local mechanisms, others require coordinated planning (see
*The work presented in this paper has been supported by the GermanMinistry of Research and
Technology under grant ITW9104
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e.g. [KLR+92]),and thus the explicit representation of other agents’ beliefs, goals,
and plans. Trying to cover these requirements by using a layered architecture with
modules working in parallel is a very natural matter. Indeed, looking at currently
proposed agent architectures reveals that layered architectures are - rightfully - en
vogue (see e.g. [Bro86, GL86,Fir92, Fer92, LH92]). However,virtually all approaches
focus on the integration of a reactive, procedural componentwith a deliberative one.
Whereas this seems adequate to achieve the requirements of situated, goal-directed,
and efficient agents, it does not address issues of interaction and cooperation.
The INTERRAPagent model IMP93], which has been developed at the DFKI, is
an approach aimed to fill these gap. By providing a layered architecture, it allows the
designer of a system to specify the reactive, procedural, local planning, and interactive
capabilities of the agents. The layers are linked by a flexible control mechanism:as
tasks get moresophisticated, their control is shifted from lower layers to higher layers
(competence driven). At the same time, the lower layers remain active, and can thus
cope with new events. On the other hand, for task execution, control flows top-down
(activation driven) from higher layers to lower layers.
According to the characteristics of the application domain, the designer of a system can configure appropriate agent types by mapping certain agent functionalities
to the different layers of the architectures. ,Thus, the scope of the modelranges from
describing very simple, purely reactive agents to very sophisticated agents equipped
with (cooperative) planning facilities. Theobjective of our workis to define a shell for
the development of autonomous, interacting systems.
The application that has been used to first evaluate our model is the FORKS
system, a simulation of an automated loading-dock, where autonomousforklift agents
have to load and to unload trucks 2. Figure 1 gives an idea of the structure of the
scenario. In the loading dock, there are shelves which maycontain different types of
goods. Weuse a grid-based representation of the loading-dock. The primitive actions
the forklifts can do are movingfrom one square to the next, turning around, grasping
and storing goods, and communicating with other agents. Each agent has a certain
range of perception, which it can observe. This representation of the world and the
agents’ actions simplify manyof the problems of mechanical control and geometrical
trajectory planning while preserving its physical dynamicsand its interactive character:
forklifts movearound autonomouslyin the dock and have to synchronize and coordinate
their actions, they have to avoid collisions, and to resolve blocking situations. Apart
from merely local mechanismsfor doing this, they should cooperate in order to resolve
conflicts (e.g. blockings or threatening collisions), or even to perform transportation
tasks.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we give an overall description
of the INTERRAP
model. In section 3, we provide a description of how reaction
and deliberation are achieved by the interplay of the behaviour-based and plan-based
component. Section 4 describes the integration of interaction into the INTERRAP
model. In section 5, related work in the field is discussed. Wefinish with a statement
of the contribution of this paper and with an outlook of future workin section 6.
2See[FKM94]
for a further application domain.
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Figure 1: The Loading-Dock

2

The INTERRAP Agent

Model

In this section, we explain the key ideas of the INTERRAP
agent model and its basic
functional structure. The main idea of INTERRAP
is to define an agent by a set of
functional layers, linked by a activation-based control structure and a shared hierarchical knowledge base. Figure 2 overviews the INTERRAP
agent model. It consists
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Figure 2: The INTERRAPAgent Model
of five basic parts: the world interface (WIF), the behaviour-based component(BBC),
the plan-based component (PBC), the cooperation component (CC), and the agent
knowledge-base. The WIFcontains the agent’s facilities for perception, action, and
communication. The BBCimplements and controls the basic reactive behaviour of the
agent as well as its procedural knowledge(abstract actions). It is based on the concept
of patterns of behaviour. These allow an agent to react flexibly to its environment, and
to perform routine tasks without using an explicit symbolic representation of howthe
task is to be performed. The PBCcontains a planning mechanism which is able to
devise local single-agent plans. The plans are hierarchical skeletal plans whosenodes
maybe either new subplans, or executable patterns of behaviour, or primitive actions.
Thus, the plan-based componentmayactivate patterns of behaviour in order to achieve
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certain goals. Planning helps an agent to act in a goal-directed manner. Moreover,
in a multi-agent context, planning is necessary to coordinate actions of agents. For
instance, agents should be able to devise joint plans ([KLR+92])to cope with special
situations. This functionality is provided by the cooperation componentCC.
The knowledge base is structured in a hierarchical manner. It consists of four
layers which basically correspond to the structure of the agent control, representing the
agent’s world model, the patterns of behaviour, local plans / goals, and knowledgeof /
strategies for cooperation, respectively. Thebasic idea is that information is passed only
from lower layers of the knowledgebase to’ higher layers. For example, the plan-based
componentcan access information about the world model, whereas the behaviour-based
componentdoes not have access to planning or cooperation information.
In the following section, weintroduce the loading-dock application. In the following
sections, the modules of INTERRAP
and their interplay are explained in more detail.

3

Integrating

Reaction

and Deliberation

In this section, we describe the interplay betweenplanning and execution in the INTERRAPmodel. For this purpose, the world interface, behaviour-based and plan-based
layers are examinedin detail. Wherevernecessary, the description will be enhanced by
examples taken from the loading-dock apl~lication.
3.1

The World

Interface

In the world interface, the agent’s facilities for perception, action, and communication
are modeled. The perception part of the world interface controls the vision and sensing facilities of the agent. Again the concrete implementation of this module heavily
depends on what kinds of agents we want to model. In our simulation system, perception is implementedas follows: each agent has a configurable range of perception
(n × m squares). Since a change within this range of perception can be always associated with a certain square, each time something within the perceived fields of an
agent changes, the simulation world sends the agent a description of what has changed
within this square - at a symbolic level. In~ a real robot environment, this knowledge
has to be obtained by a complex hierarchical process of transformation of the sensor
data obtained by e.g. video camera, infra-red, laser, or ultrasonic sensors. The actions
componentcontrols the effectoric capabilities of the agent. Obviously, these capabilities are very domain-dependent.In the case of our forklift robots, these actions are
walk_ahead, turn_left, turn_right, put_box, grasp_box.Thecommunicationunit bears the
agent’s communicativefacilities. It controls the physical realization of sending and receiving messages. Since we allow heterogeneous agents, outgoing messages have to be
transformed from the agent’s internal language into a format understood by all agents.
Analogously, incoming messages must be transformed into the local agent language.
This transformation is done by a translator module.
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3.2

The Behaviour-based

Component

The BBC implements the basic reactive behaviour and the procedural knowledge of
the agent. It consists of a control component bbc-control and of a set of patterns of
behaviour together with a priority mechanism which are represented and maintained in
the pattern maintenance unit. The bbc-control serves as an interface to the neighbour
modules and as an interpreter
for the execution of the patterns of behaviour. The
pattern maintenance unit describes a mechanism for determining the situated priority
of the patterns (see [MP93] for a detailed description of pattern priority).
A pattern
agenda is maintained and recomputed in each BBCcycle; the pattern with highest
priority in this agenda is chosen for execution by the bbc-control. In the following, we
will explain our concept of patterns of behaviour in more detail.
3.2.1

Patterns

of Behaviour

(PoB)

According to their activation/effect
functionality,
we distinguish between four basic
types of patterns: reactors, control modifiers, knowledge modifiers, and procedures.
Table 1 overviews this classification.
Reactor patterns are triggered by external

Activation
external (world)
internal (PBC)

ctLimodify
I modify
world
reactor
procedure

Table 1: Classification

shift control
to PBC

~ knowledge
knowledge modifier control modifier

of Patterns of Behaviour

events and cause the agent to perform some sort of action. For example, stopping when
facing an obstacle in front of it should be implemented as a reactor pattern. Knowledge
modifiers are patterns that change the internal state of the agent (e.g. its knowledge).
They are activated by changes in the world perceived by the agent (i.e. by changes in
the agent’s world model). In our approach, they are used to implement the recognition
and classification
of situations.
Similar to knowledge sources in a blackboard system,
there are patterns that recognize and abstract specific situations (e.g. another agent
ahead, standing in a narrow corridor). Other patterns recognize more complex pattern
based on the results of the lower-level kn’0wledge modifiers. Control modifiers are
patterns that expand control to the planner by calling the PBC. For example, a pattern
treat_order_beh will activate the PBCwith the goal of planning an order as soon as
the agent has received a transportation
order. Finally, procedure patterns implement
what is viewed as abstract actions by the planner 3. For example, moving straight ahead
to a landmark is likely to be implemented as a procedure in a robot application, i.e. is
atomic from the perspective of the PBC. Since we assume that the planner basically
plans actions, our classification
does not take into account patterns that are triggered
internally and yield only a modification of the agent’s world model or an activation of
the planner.
aAdifferent viewof proceduresis that of routine tasks whoseperformancedoes not require explicit
planning.
..,
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Based on this classification,
following attributes:

patterns

of behaviour are abstractly

defined with the

( PoB
: name
:type
:args
:activation
:monitor
:failure

/* Name of pattern */
/* reactor, modifier, procedure
/*

arguments */

/* activation condition */
/* conditions monitoring execution */
/* failure condition: stop execution */

:SUCCESS

/* condition

:during

/* conditions

:post
:exceptions
:exec_body

*/

for successful

termination */

that must hold during execution */

/* condition that must hold after execution */
/* user-definable exceptions */
/* actual executable

body; e.g. control program */ )

An exception is a tuple (Cond, Act), where Cond is a state formula, and Act is
an action description. The operational semantics is that if Cond becomes satisfied by
the current state of the world, Act is executed. Activation, failure, success, and post
conditions can be viewed as predefined exceptions with a fixed semantics of their action
part. Apart from these, user-defined exceptions can be specified.
Thus, patterns of behaviour have self:monitoring facilities.
The conditions of an
active pattern are monitored by so-called guards, which are basically knowledge modifiers,
i.e. patterns of behaviour which become active when the respective condition
(e.g. the termination condition of the parent pattern) becomes true. For example, the
termination condition for a PoB for moving to a landmark is satisfied when the agent
has reached the landmark. This again is monitored by a guard pattern.
An important problem is the interference between concurrent patterns of behaviour.
For example, approaching a shelf to grasp a box may conflict with an obstacle avoidance
pattern. In the literature,
severM mechanisms for dealing with this problem are known.
For example, DASEDIS[BS92] supports a simple static ordering of possible scripts
describing agent behaviour based on a total ordering of intentions. Brooks [Bro86] has
proposed a more sophisticated
suppression/inhibition
mechanism for the coordination
between patterns of behaviour of different layers. This, however, also leads to a static,
hard-wired connection between patterns. Moreover, it is not trivial for a pattern of
behaviour to determine which other pattern could possibly lead to a forbidden world
state. Our approach is to specify in the : during condition a formula describing a set of
forbidden world states for each active pattern. This state description is made public to
all other patterns of behaviour. Thus, each time a pattern of behaviour tries to execute
a primitive action, it has to check locally whether performing this action would lead
to a forbidden world state. In order keep this procedure manageable for practical
applications,
the algorithm for determining the truth of the monitoring conditions as
well as the representation of the monitoring conditions have to be restricted.
In our
system, representing the world model as a set of ground propositions, and implementing
the truth predicate via database matching (as provided e.g. by OPS-5) turned out
be a viable tradeoff balancing expressiveness and efficiency.
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3.2.2

Implementation

In the following, we will outline the instantiation of the abstract model of the BBC
that we implemented for the FORKS
system. The control part of the BBCis realized
based on the rule selection and interpretation strategy of OPS-5implemented in the
MAGSY
basic agent language [Fis93]. A pattern of behaviour is represented as a
rule set using a context maintenance algorithm based on the MEAstrategy. Specific
rules of this rule set monitor the activation and monitoring conditions. The execution
body is formulated using OPS-5 based on the world interface primitives. Reactive,
data-driven, blackboard-like systems can be implemented very conveniently based on
OPS-5. Currently, we are working on a higher-level pattern specification language
similar to the one shown above, that can be compiled downto OPS-5 or C.

3.3

The Plan-Based

Component

The plan-based component of the INTERRAP
model incorporates the agent’s local
planning facilities. It has two main functionalities according to its two neighbour modules, the BBCand the CC. Firstly, it has to devise a plan for a goal upon request from
the BBC(call do(Goal)) and to control the correct execution of this plan. Secondly,
it has to interpret the agent’s part in a joint plan conceived by the CC. A complete
specification of the PBCinterface is provided by IMP93]. Note that, at this stage,
INTERRAP
does not tie the system designer down to a specific planning formalism.
Rather, any mechanismcan be used that can be adapted to this interface specification. Since one of our major concerns when ’modeling the FORKSdomain has been to
keep the planning process tractable by incorporating domain knowledge, we chose an
approach to planning from second principles: the actual planning task is reduced to
selecting from a plan library and instantiating a suitable plan indexed by the agent’s
current goal. The assumption behind this procedure is that of universal plans [Sch89],
i.e. plans that will achieve their goals irrespective of the initial state of the world.
In the rest of this section, we will define an instantiation of the PBCfor the loading
dock domain.Wedescribe the internal structure of the PBC, the plan representation
chosen, and we discuss plan execution.
3.3.1

Internal

Structure

of the PBC

It consists of a planning control modulepb’c:control, of a plan generator module, and
a plan evaluator module. The pbc-control contains the PBCinterface and the plan
interpreter. The interface receives messages from and sends messages to the CCand
the BBC.The plan interpreter controls the processing and the decomposition of a
plan. Furthermore, based on the information brought about by the plan evaluator, it
decides which goal to plan next. For this purpose, it maintains a set of goal stacks.
This is necessary, because the planner maybe called by several concurrent patterns
of behaviour. Thus, for each goal, one goal stack is maintained. In each cycle, the
interpreter chooses one of the goal stacks and processes the top goal of this stack.
Processing a goal meanseither (1) to expand the goal into subgoals, or (2) to activate
a pattern of behaviour.
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Onceactivated by a call do (Goal) from the BBC,the pbc-control passes a request to
the plan generator. In the FORKS
application, the task of the plan generator is merely
to select and to instantiate a set of plans for Goal from a plan library. The FORKS
local planner is hierarchical for it performs a one-step expansionevery time it is called,
i.e. the current goal is expandedinto its direct subgoals only. Usinga decision-theoretic
evaluation model, the best of these plans is selected by the plan evaluator.
3.3.2

Plan Representation

In [McD91,LH92], requirements on a robot planning language were described. Based
on this, we defined the plan language ~P0which allows to build plan expressions starting
from primitive plan steps (abstract actions)p, pl, p2, ¯ ¯ ¯ and conditions (state formulae)
c, cl, c2, ¯ ¯ ¯ using sequential ([Pl, p2]) and disjunctive ([Pl;P2]) compositionof plan steps,
tests (if c then Pl else p2) and iteration (while c do p) commands.
A skeletal plan library has been defined for the loading dock application. It consists
of a set of entries plan-lib : := ( lpb-entryl, ..., lpb-entryk ). Each entry
the plan library is a tuple lpb-entry(Goal, Type, Body) Goal is the reference
nameof the entry and specifies which goal (or rather: which plan step corresponding
to a certain goal) is expandedby the specific entry. Type can be either s for skeletal
plan or b for executable pattern of behaviour. For Type = s, the Body of the entry
is a ~0 plan expression which species the expansion of the entry plan step. Type =
b denotes that Body is an abstract action, implemented by an executable pattern of
behaviour in the BBC.Figure 3 shows an excerpt from the FORKSplan library.
lpb_entry(load_truck(T,
B),
[do(fetch_box(B)),
do(store_box(B,
lpb_entry (let ch_box (B),
[rr(box_position(B,?Poe)), do(goto_landmark(Pos)),do(get(B))]
ipb_entry
(f et ch_box(B),
[do(random_search(B))]). ; ; pattern of behaviour
ipb_entry (gotolandmark(LI),
[do (goto_Im_beh
(L1))]
ipb-entry(goto_landmark(L1),
[rr(where_am_i(?L0)
), do(gen_moves(L0, LI)

Figure 3: Exemplary Plan Library
Thus, from the (top-down) point of view of the planner, the behaviour-based component is a library implementing the abstract actions specified in the local plans. A
pattern of behaviour corresponds to a procedure which the PBCmaycall, and which
terminates with either a success or a failure. Calling such an abstract or primitive
action is done by an activate(bbc, Name_of_Behaviour(Args)) message. The planner then waits for the termination report by the pattern of behaviour which has been
activated. This waiting is asynchronous, i.e. the planner can work on other goals and
accept new planning tasks by other patterns of behaviour in the meantime.

4

Integrating

Interaction

Somesituations occurring in a multi-agent world exceed the problem-solving capacities of the local planner in that they require interactive capabilities. Thesesituations
are described, recognized and handled from the local point of view of an agent by socalled patterns of interactions at three different layers which correspond to the three
knowledge-based layers of the INTERRAP
model: the situational context of a pattern
of interaction describes the external situation by which the interaction is characterized; the mental context describes the current goals of the agent which are affected
(endangered, blocked, or supported) by the interaction; In some cases, knowledge
the situational context is sufficient to recognize and to handle an interaction: for example, if a forklift approaches to another forklift f~ very quickly, f~ has to dodge no matter what goals it has. For others, knowledgeabout the goals of the agent that
perceives the interaction is required: the pure fact that another agent stands in front
of forklift f, is not sufficient to recognizea blockingconflict - unless f~ has the goal to
moveahead. The recognition and treatment of other interactions requires additional
knowledgeabout the goals of other agents. For example, a blocking conflict between
two forklifts in a narrow shelf corridor maybe resolved by cooperation whenthe goals
of both agents are known. The INTERRAP
model supports a hierarchical model of the
recognition and handling of interactive situations: the situational context of a pattern
of interaction is represented at the behaviour-based layer; knowledgeabout the agent’s
local goals is maintained at the local planning layer; knowledgeabout the social context
(goals of other agents) is kept at the cooperation layer. Moreover,different mechanisms
of interaction can be specified at different layers, from simple local mechanismsin the
BBC(random moves, waiting behaviors for Conflict resolution) to the construction and
negotiation of joint plans in the CC. For a more detailed description of the model of
interaction underlying the INTERRAP
model we refer to [M/i94b].
In this section, we describe the functionality and the structure of the CC, the
representation of joint plans as well as subjects of plan evaluation and execution which
have to be dealt with whendescribing plans by and for multiple agents.

4.1

The Cooperation

Component

The main functionality of the CCis that it has to devise a joint plan for a certain
situation and upon request by the PBC,given a description of the situational context
and of the mental context. The social context (goals of other agents involved) has
be provided and checked by the cooperation componentby evaluating available information about other agents.This classification process results in a type of interaction,
which is used as an index to an entry in a library of joint plans. The basic parts of
the CCare the cc-control, the joint plan generator, the joint plan evaluator, and the
joint plan translator. The cc-control is the interface between the CCand the PBC.
Moreover, it coordinates the work of the other submodules of the component. The
joint plan generator has to return a set of joint plans for a given situation specification
which satisfies the goals of all agents involved. As mentioned earlier, our objective
has been to keep planning tractable by utilizing domain-specific information, and to
concentrate on the interplay amongthe modules. Therefore, for the FORKSdomain,
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the plan generator selects a set of joint skeletal plans indexed by the situation specification from a joint plan library rather than planning from first principles. The best
of these plans is then selected by the plan evaluator (see also subsection (4.3)). After
a negotiation phase, where the agents involved in the interaction agree on a joint plan
to execute, the joint plan translator transforms the joint plan into single-agent plans
which are interpreted and executed by the PBCs of the respective agents.

4.2 Representation

of Joint

Plans

In the sequel, we define a simple plan language for joint plans. Let A = {al,...,
an}
be a set of agents, S = {si,...,
sk} be a set of abstract actions, the primitives of our
plan language. For each occurrence of an s E S in a plan P, s = sa is labelled by the
agent a that executes s in the plan.
.’:~
Definition 1 Let s, sl, s2 E S. Then plan language 791 is defined as follows:
¯ _t_ E 791 (empty plan body).
¯ s E 791 for a primitive plan step s E S.
¯ Let sl, s2 E 791. Then [sl, s2] E 791 (sequential composition of plan steps).
¯ Let sl, s2 E 791. Then Is1; s2] E 791 (non-deterministic alternative composition of plan
steps).
¯ Let sl, s2 E 791. Then the simultaneous composition [sills2]
¯ Let Sl,S2 E 791, let e be an arbitrary
(conditional branch).

E 791.

predicate. Then [if e then sl else s2] E 791

¯ Let s E Pl, let e be an arbitrary predicate. Then [while e do s] E 791 (while-loop).
791 is a linear plan language, since there is no means to express that two actions si, sj
performed by two agents i, j are independent, i.e. can be executed concurrently. Plan
language 792 remedies this:
Definition 2 (799) Let A = {al,...,am}
defined as follows:

be a set of agents.

The plan language 792

¯ D E 792 (empty plan step).
¯ Let ll,...,lm

E 791 be plan bodies, so that for each li, i ~_ ra

- a single agent ai performs plan body li (i.e. all role variables occurring in plan
steps in li are instantiated with the singleton set {ai}), or
- li contains only plan steps labelled by agent ai and concurrent composition plan
steps sliis2. In the latter case, agent ai performseither sl or s2.
Then[/1,...,Ira]

E 792

The main idea is that a plan step does no longer denote one primitive plan step performed by one agent, but rather represents a set of partial plans (one for each agent
participating in the joint plan) which can be executed concurrently.
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4.3

Plan Evaluation

Since joint plans are subject to negotiation, the agent must be able to evaluate a joint
plan which has been proposed to it by another agent. On the other hand, in order
to generate "reasonable" joint plans itself, the agent must have a measure for what
a reasonable plan is. It is the task of the joint plan evaluator to determine whether
a plan is reasonable by computing its utility. The evaluator accepts as input a list
[P1,..., Pal of joint plans proposedfor achieving a goal, and returns a list of evaluated
plans [(Pl,ei),...,
(Pk, ek)] whereel is the utility ascribed to P~. Definingutilities
plans is a complicated matter. In general, the utility of a plan P can be computedas
the difference betweenits worth Wand its cost C [ZR91]. A cost function for a plan can
often be computed in a straightforward manner: for example, in the current FORKS
implementation, the utility of a conjunctive 4 plan P is defined by C(P) = Epsp c(p),
where p are primitive actions in P, where we assumethat a cost function c on primitive
plan steps is given. The worth of a plan, however, depends on the worth of the goals
that are achieved by this plan and is often muchmore difficult to be obtained. We
refer to [HH94]for the combination of utilities and goals and to [Mii94a] for a more
complete picture of plan evaluation in the framework of INTERRAP.

4.4

Plan Transformation

and Execution

It is the task of the translator moduleto transform a joint plan into a single-agent
plan by projecting the agent’s part of the joint plan and by adding synchronization
actions which guarantee that the constraints contained in the original joint plan are
satisfied during plan execution. The translation algorithm can be found in [M/i93]. In
the following, we will show by means of an example how a blocking conflict between
two forklift agents is resolved by a joint plan.
Let us assume that another agent, say j, blocks the wayof agent i in a narrow corridor betweentwo shelves. In this situation, the BBCrecognizes a conflict and calls the
PBCby a request do(resolve_shelf_conflict((self,
Agent))).The pbc_control
recognizes that it does not have a plan for solving a blocking conflict in a shelf corridor.
Therefore, it shifts control to the cooperation componentwhich devises a joint plan,
and initiates a negotiation with the other agent on the joint plan. In the simplest case,
negotiation mayconsist of simple acceptance of the first plan proposed. However,an
iterated process of plan modification and plan refinement maybe necessary in order to
cometo a mutually accepted plan, i.e. a plan with sufficiently high utility for all agents
involved. The resulting joint plan is translated by the CCinto a single-agent plan
which is augmented by synchronization commands.For example, a simple joint plan
for resolving the conflict situation shownin~ figure 4, allowing two agents two agents i
and j to change places (represented in plan language ~o2)
JPij = [[[move_aside(north)]
, []]
[ [walk_ahead]
, [walk_ahead]
],
[[move_aside(south)I,[]]].
4A probabilistic

evaluation model is used to evaluate tests and iteration plan steps.
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The plan JP has three plan steps. The separation in plan steps implements a
precedence ordering I--t on plan steps. The transition between plan steps one and two
describes the precedence constraint walk_aside(north)i v-t walk_aheadj. Note that our
representation allows concurrent actions of i and j in step two. The transition to step
three corresponds to the constraint walk_aheadj Ct walk_aside(south)~. This joint
plan is translated into the following single-agent plan P for the agents by extracting
their respective parts of the plan and by enhancing it with synchronization commands.
These ensure that the precedence constraints expressed by the joint plan are respected
in the execution. In the case of agent i, the translated plan looks as follows:
Pi = [move_aside(north)
send_synch(j,ready),
walk_ahead,
wait_synch(j,ready),
move_aside (south)]

;; send message to agent j

The translationalgorithminsertsa wait commandin frontof each plan step p for which

thereexists
a planstepp’ so thatp’ Ct p. A sendcommand
hasto be inserted
after
eachplanstepq forwhichthereexists
a planstepq’ so thatq Ct q’.Thetranslated
planis passed
to thePBCwhichinterprets
it by againactivating
appropriate
patterns
of behaviour
as described
in section
3. Currently,
a newjointplanlanguage
is under
development
whichallowsto explicitly
express
the constraints
and whichallowsto
specify
arbitrary
constraints
on plansteps.

Figure 4: A Conflict Situation
Obviously, joint plans are not the only appropriate way of interacting. A great
deal of the interaction in a robot environment will be described by local, behaviourbased mechanisms in the behaviour-based component of the INTERRAP
architecture.
However, we claim that the deliberative methods of interaction maintained in the CC
becomenecessary for intelligent conflict resolution in highly constrained situations and
for reasonable collaboration between autonomousagents.
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5

Related

Work

Our workis related with principles of architectures for modelinginteracting autonomous
systems with reactive and deliberative capa~bilities, and is this way related to workon
cooperation and agent architectures done in DAI (see [IGY92, Jen92] to mention just
a few of them) as well as to research on dynamic reactive planning. Our research has
extended work on reactive systems (see e.g. [Bro86, Fer89]) by adding a deliberative
component.
Classical AI planners usually consist of a plan generation moduleand a plan interpretation module. Plans are basically sequences of primitive actions. Since in many
real-world domains, information comesin incrementally, other approaches have tried to
interleave plan construction and execution (e.g. [DL86]). Georgeff and Lansky [GL86]
proposed the use of precompiledmethods in order to be able to cope with real-time constraints. Recently, architectures for reactive planning have been proposed which have
shown new ways to integrate aspects of deliberation and reaction. This development
has led to a general architecture for these kind of systems. A reactive planning system
consists of a planner and a reactor module. There exist different possibilities howto
define the interplay amongthese modules: either there is a behaviour-based component
which can call a planner (e.g. the SOARsystem [Lai90]), or there is a planner with
an associated mechanismfor interrupt handling and replanning [PR90]. Other recent
approaches seem to be closer to our model, since the planner and the behaviour-based
component(reactor) run in parallel: e.g. in [LH92], planning is viewed as adapting
the agent’s reactions. Firby [Fir92] has presented a layered robot architecture which
consists of a planner working with sketchy plans and an executor that activates robot
control programs. He stresses the interface between symbolic (abstract actions) and
continuous (control programs). Ferguson [Fer92] extends the reactor-planner architecture by a componentcalled modeling layer. This layer is responsible for achieving
adaptive behaviour and constitutes a first step towards the integration of learning into
the system. Our main point is that mere is no way to clearly model knowledge and
strategies for coordination and cooperation in any of the above systems.
The idea of integrating a cooperation layer has been advocated for by Jennings
(see e.g. [Jen92]). However, Jennings’ work in the ARCHON
system was primarily
concerned with defining such a layer on top of a given system, whereas our research
focusses on from-scratch system design. Our modeling of the cooperation component
itself is closely related to workdescribed by [Geo83]and by [KLR+92]as regards aspects
of cooperative planning.

6

Evaluation

and Outlook

In this paper, the INTERRAP
agent mode]~,was presented and evaluated by means of
a robotics application, the loading-dock domain. Weconsider the main contribution
of our work to be the following: Firstly, the scope of layered agent architectures has
been extended by the integration of an additional cooperation layer: this allows a
hierarchical recognition and deliberative treatment of a bulk of interactive situations
such as conflicts and potential cooperations. Secondly, the architecture allows the
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designer of an agent to provide agents with application-specific functionalities at the
appropriate layers. It describes a first step towards a flexible system developmentshell.
Currently, the INTERRAP
agent architecture does not provide a learning layer.
Onereason for this is self-restraint:
the extension to cooperation seemedto guarantee
sufficient interesting problems. Onthe other hand, it is not easy to see howlearning
will fit into the layered framework.Since learning should be possible at each layer of
the agent, it is a currently open design decision whether the model should be extended
by a learner component(LC) on top of the CC, or whether learning should be treated
as an orthogonMconcept which should be handled by an additional submodule in each
of the INTERRAP
modules. This extension is an interesting topic for future work. We
are currently evaluating the simulation results in a real miniature robot environment.
This requires a thorough adaptation of the world interface layer, whereas only little
modification is necessary in the symbolic layers of the INTERRAP
model. Finally,
further extensions will deal with the integration of mechanismsfor planning from first
principles into the local as well as the cooperative planning framework.
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